GEORGE THE THIRD
But the Opposition gave the Government no respite. When
Parliament reassembled in January 1778 their forces were
marshalled in both Houses to embarrass North and his colleagues.
Early in February Fox in an eloquent speech moved that no
further detachments of troops should be sent out of the country.
Four days later Burke in his ponderous way inveighed against
the employment of savages and he was not in the least put out
when Pownall defended the Government's action. The strain
was telling upon North. Although he was assured of comfortable
majorities in both Houses of Parliament, and could therefore
easily overcome the tactics of the Opposition, he found it in-
creasingly difficult to persuade his colleagues in the Cabinet—
and also the King—that the time had come again to hold out
the olive branch to the colonists. On January 29th, 1778, he put
the matter plainly to George.
The anxiety of his mind for the last two months has deprived Lord
North of his memory and understanding. The promise he has
made of bringing forward a proposition for peace with America,
and the necessity he thinks there is, from the situation of affairs, of
endeavouring to draw some of the Colonies from their claim and
plan of independency upon Great Britain make him think it neces-
sary to take some step of a pacifick kind in Parliament but the
former opinions, the consistency, and the pride of his political
friends and himself stand in the way of everything that would be
effective, or, indeed have the appearance of a proposition likely to
be accepted in any part of America.
It was the realization of the impossibility of his own position
which troubled North; and in the same letter he candidly told
George that his dilemma was ' an additional proof to Lord
North of his incapacity for the high and important office in
which he is placed.' He put himself unreservedly in George's
hands.
He submits the whole to his Majesty's pleasure [he added], and,
though his health and his understanding are greatly impaired by
struggling so long in an office, and in circumstances to which he has
always been unequal, he would not on that account suggest a thought
of retiring, unless the singularity of his present situation did not
make him think it his duty to mention it.
When those words were written North was aware that in
Paris American agents were working feverishly to win the
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